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W. Feit has raised the following question: 
What is the greatest number,f(p),so that in any set of residues {a1 ,..., Us} 
(modp), (p prime) with n <f(p) one of the differences ai - aj occurs 
only once. That is ai - aj = ak - at onIy if i = k, j = l? 
We have the following partial answer: 
THEOREM 1. 1 + h$dP - 11 <m -=c (2 + 4lN h%P w dm~ -f(P) 
is of the order of magnitude of 1ogp. It remains open whether 1 = lim 
f (p)/log p exists and what value in the interval (2 log 2, 2/lag 3) it attains. 
To establish the lower bound we observe that the unique difference 
property of the set of residues {a1 ,..., Us} is an affine invariant preserved by 
mappings ai -+ bai + c, b $ 0 (modp). Also, if the residue classes have 
representatives with -p/4 c a1 c Q -=c *.* < a* <p/4, then the residue 
an - a1 is unique since obviously 
a( - a? < ~2~ - al < p + (a% - uJ 
whenever (i, j) # (n, 1). 
Now we may first assume u1 = 0 and then by Dirichlet’s theorem find 
integers 2z, y1 ,..., ymwithl<x<p-lsothat 
in other words, 1 xat - ~JJ% 1 cp(p - l)-lj(+lJ or xui s a$’ with 1 a*’ 1 -C 
p(p - 1)-l/w-l for some integer x + 0 (modp). If p - 1 > 4’+l, that is, 
ti < 1 + log& - l), then the residues ai’ all lie in the interval (-p/4, 
p/4) and hence there exists a unique difference. 
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We first establish a simple upper bound. Choose the residue &[p/2], 
*[p/4],..., &l, 0. Their number is ~2 logzp + 1. Since the residues are 
symmetric about 0, any difference Us - aj with uj + -ai also occurs as 
the difference (-aj) - (-ai). We therefore need consider only the dif- 
ferences2a% = ai - (-~~).Ifa~ = &[p/2j],j > l,then2~ = &2[p/2j] =g 
&([p/2f-1] - =E), where E = 0 or 1 both of which occur in our set of 
residues. Finally, if ai = &[p/2], then 2ai = &( p - 1) G T I - 0. Thus 
f(p) +- I < 2 lo&p +- 1. 
To get a better upper bound we prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. For any E > 0 and suficiently large p there exists a set of 
residues (mod p) with fewer than (2 + C) log8 p elements so that no difference 
occurs exactly once. 
ProoJ Consider the set of integers R = {O, &l, &2...., +(3k - 1)) 
and construct a decreasing sequence of positive numbers u1 , aa ,..., al as 
follows. 
al = CP - rN2, rGR,p=r(mod2.3k), 
\ = ai/3 if ai = 0 (mod 3) 
“” I= (ai - rJ/2 if ai & 0 (mod 3), 
where ri E R so that ai - ri = 0 (mod 2 * 39. 
The last element a2 in this chain satisfies az > 3k and aL+I G R. We now 
pick the set A of residues (mod p) with representatives 
By the symmetry about 0 it is clear that every difference a - a’ 
-a’ - (-u) has two distinct representations for u, a’ E A and a + -a’. 
ITremains to show that 2a has another representation than u - (--a) for 
every a E A. By symmetry it suffices to prove this for a with positive 
representatives. For 0 < a c 3k - 1 we have 2u = (a + 1) - (-u + 1). 
Since 3k < a2 < 3(3k - l), we have 2(3k - 1) = aL - r,, with 0 < r0 < 
3k - I. Forj > 1 we have 
2aj 
= aj-l - aj if aj-1 = 0 (mod 3) 
= aj-I - rjSI if aj-1 + 0 (mod 3). 
Finally2a1=O-rwith\r\ <3k-l. 
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To count the number of elements in .A we note that LZ~+~ -=L LZ~ for all i and 
ai+l = ai/ for all except at most one term out of every k + I consecutive 
terms a5 , aj+l ,..., ai+k . Thus aj+ti+l -C aj * 3--k and 3k < at -c 3p3-Lkl~~+1~. 
Hence 
Thus 
1 < Nk + 1) logap - kz + 1)/k c (1 + (l/k)) logap. 
1x41 =2f+2(3k- I)+ I <(2+(2/k))logap+2+3k 
-=E (2 + 4 h%3P 
if we choose 
which is possible for any e > 0 provide p is sufficiently large. 
Our method for constructing the lower bound for j(p) suggests the 
following problem 
DEFINITION. Given a set S of residues (modp), define the affine dia- 
meter d(S) as the length of the shortest interval of integers that contains 
representatives of all elements of an affine image S’ = aS +- b; a, b 
residues (mod p), a $ 0 (mod p), of S. 
PROBLEM. Estimate g(n, p) = rnaxiSien d(S). 
We had proved that g(n, p) c p/2 implies f(p) > n, and that by 
Dirichlet’s theorem we have g(n, p) -C 2p(p - l)-l/(+lJ + 1. 
It is clear that g(l,p) = 1 and g(2,p) = 2 since all n-sets with n < 3 
elements are affine equivalents to each other. For n > 3 we have’ 
THEOREM 3. p(p - lMgc;@) > (E), aed therefore 
ProojI The set of n-tuples that can be formed out of g(?z, p) residues 
has (“(2PJ) elements. Each such set has at most p(p - 1) distinct atXne 
equivalents (modp). Thus if all (3 a-tuples of residues (modp) are 
represented, the first inequality must hold. The second inequality then 
follows from 
g(fl, pp > Fz! (g(;p)) > (p - 2) ... (p - n + I) 2 (p - ny. 
From Theorem 2 we get the stronger result that g(% p) > p/2 for 
n > (2 + e) logs p and all large primes p. 
